
Introduction to double-sided knitting (slip-stitch method) 

Pouch for phone, tablet etc 

Cast on the required even number of stitches (with double knitting yarn and 4 mm needles, 30 

stitches is about right for most phones). 

Row 1:  (knit 1, sl1 1 purlwise with yarn in front) repeat to end of row 

Row 2 is the same as row 1, so on this row you will be knitting the stitches which were slipped on the 

previous row, and slipping those which were knitted. 

Repeat until the work is the required length. 

To split the stitches, you will need a third needle. 

Hold the needle with the stitches in one hand, and two more needles parallel in the other hand. 

Slip alternate stitches from the working needle on to the front and back needles in the other hand.  

You should find that the ‘pocket’ in between the two layers of knitting opens up.  (At this point you 

will discover if by mistake you knitted a stitch which should have been slipped – there will be yarn 

connecting the two faces of the knitting, and you won’t be able to open out the ‘pocket’.) 

Cast off the stitches on one of the needles in the normal way.  Put that needle aside. 

To complete the flap:  with the sts on the remaining needle, k 1 row, p 1 row.  Then: 

Row 3:  k1, skpsso, k to last 3 sts, k 2 tog, k1. 

Row 4: Purl across 

Repeat these rows until 5 sts remain. 

Next row:  k1, sl 1 k 2 tog psso, k1 (3 sts remaining) 

Next row:  purl 

Last row:  k 3 tog and fasten off, leaving a long tail. 

Use the tail to work a crochet chain button loop, and sew on a corresponding button. 

 

Little gift bag for the Xmas tree 

You will need 2 colours of dk yarn (main colour = MC and contrast colour = CC) plus 3 double-pointed 

4 mm needles. 

Using 2 needles and MC, cast on 16 sts and work rows 1 and 2 as given above until bag is the 

required length. 

Split sts as described above to open out the bag. 

Change to CC and work ss in the round on 3 needles for 6 rows. 

Cast off. 

Add a hanging loop or put a twisted cord through the top to make a drawstring. 



Two-colour double knitting 

With colour A and double-ended needles, cast on required number of stitches (for a sample, 22 is 

about right). 

Note: the first and last stitch of every row is knitted in the working colour. 

Row 1: with A, K1, (k1, sl1 purlwise with yarn in front) to last st, K1.  DO NOT TURN WORK. 

Row 2: slide work back to the other end of the needle and using colour B, k1 (sl 1 with yarnj in back, 

p1) to last st, K1.  TURN WORK. 

Row 3: With colour A, k1 (sl1 with yarn in back, p1) to last st, K1.  DO NOT TURN WORK. 

Row 4: slide work back to the other end of the needle, and with colour B, K1 (k1, sl 1 with yarn in 

front) to last st, K1. 

These 4 rows form the pattern.  When you get to the required length, ending with row 4, break off 

colour B and cast off with colour A. 

You could also split the stitches as described above, and then cast off with the appropriate colours, 

to make an open-ended bag. 

Note 

 that if the ends of both A and B are at the same end of the needle, the next row is worked 

with A; if they are at opposite ends of the needle, the next row is worked with B. 

 that after the first two rows, you should always be working colour A sts with colour A yarn 

and vice versa. 

 The edges look a bit messy, but can be covered with a crochet chain or i-cord. 

This is a very brief introduction to the principle of double-sided knitting. 

There are nice two-colour cast-ons and cast-offs. 

There are neater ways of managing the edges. 

There is an alternative to the slip-stitch method (which in effect requires doing two passes for each 

one row of knitting) in which both colours are worked simultaneously. 

And of course there is patterned double-sided colourwork. 

But that’s probably enough for one session! 

 

Further reading:  Extreme double knitting, by Alistair Post-Quinn gives detailed and very clear 

explanations of all the above – the slip-stitch method is covered in an Appendix. 

 

 


